WORDS THAT HAVE INSPIRED ME:

“Courage: The most important of all virtues because without courage you cannot practice any of the other virtues consistently”  Maya Angelou

THINGS THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO ME IN MY JOURNEY:

My faith and never losing focus - Family ties - Fostering personal and professional relationships - Staying passionate about my job - Being offered the opportunity to demonstrate continuous growth - Time to reflect and never becoming complacent. Working with and advocating for people with disabilities

THINGS I ENJOY:

All genres of music, Going to the movies, Live performances, Gardening, Time for reflection, Grocery shopping and Laughing

WHAT A PRODUCTIVE DAY AT WORK LOOKS LIKE:

* Leaving people better than when I started my day
* Having the correct information to follow through with tasks
* Confidence and training that helps both my team and I to make good decisions
* Remaining focused
* Knowing that I have done my best

THINGS THAT I DO NOT APPRECIATE:

Inadequate performances - People who do not respect personal space - Being spoken at and not with - Procrastination - Large crowds - People who work in isolation from others.

QUALITIES THAT OTHERS OBSERVE WITHIN ME:

* As an avid believer in providing second chances and seeing the good in all people
* Meticulous and detailed when preparing reports
* As someone who places priority on being accessible to listen and to support when asked. Attentive - Compassionate -
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